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Outline 

1.  Rationale for genome partitioning 
2.  Approach for exon capture in non-model species 
3.  Two brief case studies 



Genomic 
DNA

Millions of
short sequences
higher error rate

•  WG sequencing still expensive for 
populations

•  de novo WG assembly difficult

•  WG data not necessary for many 
questions

Bioinformatic challenges of species 
without existing genomic resources



Genomic 
DNA Genome partitioning through 

targeted enrichment offers an 
efficient and tractable solution

Millions of targeted reads
high-quality consensus for

part of the genome
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Approximately how many copies of the human 
genome (3Gb) are in 1 ng of genomic DNA? 

Genome partitioning is all about systematically 
reducing the size of the sequenced genome 
without reducing complexity 

300 haploid copies 



NGS genomics broadly 
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NGS genomics in conservation & evolution of 
genomic models 
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PCR-based genetic analyses of ancient 
(and historic) DNA are severely limited 

time
temperature

humidity
O2 exposure

fragmented (short)
degraded (low quantity)

chemical modifications (error-prone)



Next-generation sequencing technologies overcome many of 
the biochemical limitations presented by ancient DNA

Fragmentation of DNA 
(200 - 300 bp)

Blunt-end repair of DNA fragments

Ligation of universal adapters

Issue presented by aDNA



fragmented (short)






degraded (low quantity)



chemical modifications (error-prone)






NGS solution

PCR amplification 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Deep sequencing 
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Bamshad et al. 2011. NRG

Target enrichment by in-solution capture
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Chimp and Human RefSeq Genes
target gene 
Capture  
targets 
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genome 

Sequence data from a single individual 



How do you conduct targeted genome partitioning 
in species without existing genomic resources? 



How do you conduct targeted genome partitioning 
in species without existing genomic resources? 

1. Utilize a general enrichment to recover 
genomic data in a limited sample to build a 
reference 

•  RNA-seq 

•  RAD-seq 

•  Shotgun sequencing 



How do you conduct targeted genome partitioning 
in species without existing genomic resources? 

2. Utilize a divergent reference 
•  Hybridization based capture is robust to 

evolutionary divergence (10% or greater) 

•  Exons tend to be conserved 

•  Captures spanning millions of years of 
divergence work with high to moderate 
success… 



I. population genomics of a 
declining alpine species

II. evolution of seasonal 
crypsis 
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Joseph Grinnell 

Maps                   Field notes                      Specimens                                                                                                                              

Grinnell museum surveys (early 1900s) 
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Joseph Grinnell Grinnell resample project 



•  High elevation species mostly contract
•  Low elevation species expand/shift
•  Some species remain stable
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Alpine chipmunk
(Tamias alpinus)

tree-line - 10,300 ft (3,140 M)

19
20
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In the face of a severe range reduction, 
are there….

Significant changes in the level and 
pattern of genetic variation? 

Genomic signatures of positive/negative 
selection associated with shrinking 
versus stable populations?





TARGETED ENRICHMENT & SEQUENCING 

capture array design

multiplexed targeted enrichment

Illumina HiSeq sequencing

REFERENCE CONSTRUCTION

chipmunk RNA-seq transcriptomes

de novo assembly

annotation & exon identification

DATA PROCESSING 

de novo species consensus

individual mapping assemblies

multiple species alignments

Current Capture Platform
in-solution (Nimblegen)

9,320,000 bp
~8,000 genes

see Bi et al. 2012, BMC genomics; Bi et al. Mol Ecol, 2013 

Build a reference

Exon capture

Data analysis

Population genomics in chipmunks?



Historic: N=56 

Modern: N=48 

Historic: N=55 

Modern: N=48 

Historic: N=55 

Modern: N=41

Yosemite 

S. Sierra

Samples surveyed: N = 303 + outgroups

Six capture reactions: 1 population (barcoded) / reaction 
Illumina HiSeq2000, 100 bp PE,  6 lanes: 1 population / lane 

Stable


Declining 

 T. alpinus
(Alpine chipmunk)

       T. speciosus "
(Lodgepole chipmunk)



High specificity & coverage 
(90% reads mapped to the target exons)


Recover >99% of targets (plus flanking introns)

Efficiency was as high for historical samples
Low variance across individuals (no drop out)

9,000,000 bp sequenced to 25X per individual




Increased population structure in the Alpine chipmunk – 
decreased pop size (Ne) & migration, increased genetic drift 
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Increased variance in the alpine chipmunk
Large allele frequencies shifts reveal potential targets of selection



Change in allele frequencies through time



I. population genomics of a  
declining alpine species 

II. evolution of seasonal 
crypsis  
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Seasonal change in coat color has independently 
evolved in several lineages
Controlled by photoperiod



Potential challenge of climate change:
Snow cover is changing, photoperiod is not.

Snowshoe Hare (Lepus americanus)



no plasticity in onset of fall & spring molt
no plasticity in fall molt phenology

no behavioral plasticity to avoid mismatch

Mills et al., 2013 PNAS 
Zimova & Mills, 2014 Proc Roy Soc.  



Large fitness cost to mismatch

Zimova & Mills, in review 



Winter molts

What is the genetic basis 
of seasonal molts to 
white winter coats?

Two components:

•  If to change

•  When to change

Geographic variation in winter molts – not all populations turn white



Discrete variation with no 
intermediates. Implies 
simple genetic basis



Next step: genome-wide association study of genetic 
variants with winter coat color in the polymorphic zone. 

RabbitSnowshoe hare

5% div


12-18 MY

GenomeNo genome



Genome-wide coverage of snowshoe hare exome (all genes)



Hare-specific exome capture
60 Mb, coding & non-coding
15 white, 15 brown hares

~15X coverage / hare



Hare-specific exome capture
60 Mb, coding & non-coding
15 white, 15 brown hares

~15X coverage / hare
 

2 genes w/ perfect association



Summary – case studies 

NGS + genome partitioning provides a quick and efficient 
means to collect genomic data in non-model species 

Efficient incorporation of both contemporary and historic 
samples with targeted capture 

Rapid insight into standard population genetic questions, 
including dissection of ecologically relevant traits. 




